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INTRODUCTION 

Brief summary 

This project creates 3D printable models that instructors can use to illustrate lecture content, and students 
and teaching assistants can manipulate the models to better facilitate understanding of the physical space and 
relationships of biological systems, organs, and cells. It supports experiential learning for biological science 
courses and increases access to enhanced learning for diverse groups of students. In order to help learning in 
biological science courses, we will offer a library of 3D-printable files for significant biology models. These files 
can be used to both augment textbook content and improve hands-on learning in the lab. 

Why was it developed? 

Conventionally published textbooks offer various support materials, including test banks, illustrations, and 
teacher resources, but sometimes fall short in providing practical experiences. Since different learners process 
and understand information differently, it’s critical for educators to provide instructional materials in a range 
of formats. This was considered when developing the project. Because 3D printed biological models give 
students many ways to engage, learn, and demonstrate their knowledge, they support Universal Design for 
Learning (UDL) in ways that many other resources do not. Additionally, the immersive quality of 3D printed 
models enhances the dynamic and participatory nature of learning as students become more involved in the 
learning process and engage numerous senses by interacting and investigating 3D printed biological models. 
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1. 

DNA REPLICATION BUBBLE 

Printable Files 

Please find the 3D printable files here. 

Design 1 

Reference Models 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/dna-replication-model-3122da8323374eb5bf9ed4736c0de563 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1puUFjAKsEzqM2fCs4wP1y77IbA5piauJ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zi0pQ90ImPYyTCrrx8sJMLxM0Jl2W_1A
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/dna-replication-model-3122da8323374eb5bf9ed4736c0de563
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Front – side view of the DNA replication bubble 
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Back view of the 
DNA replication 
bubble model 

Side view of the DNA replication bubble model 
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Printed prototype 
of DNA replication 
bubble from the 
side 

Prototype 

Notes 

• The model was printed using white PLA only. With coloured PLA, printed prototype should look 
similar to that in computer image. 

• This model is a miniature prototype, hence some smaller details are unclear. Adjust the size of the model 
before printing for a much clearer model. 

• Keep filament / PLA temperature above 250 degree Celsius. 

Design 2 

To print each part separately, please use this link to access separate part files. 

Reference Model 

One or more interactive elements has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view 

them online here: https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/

biologicalscience3dmodelling/?p=25#oembed-1 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H9-4cO0VSL-tqbK84fAz8asHFcbGtrNk
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Wxr64HdCo9S_MIw7ONJM2nfYAVM_clyT
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Front – side view of the DNA replication bubble 
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Prototype 

3D printed front view of the DNA replication bubble 
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Top view of the 3D printed DNA replication bubble 

Points to Note 

• The model was printed using white PLA only. With coloured PLA, printed prototype should look 
similar to that in computer image. 
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2. 

DNA TO RNA TRANSLATION 

Printable Files 

Please find the 3D printable files here. 
To print each part separately, please use this link to access separate part files. 

Reference Models 

https://pinshape.com/items/33850-3d-printed-dnarna-building-settranscription-and-translation-model 
https://www.printables.com/model/80861-dna-rna-manipulatives 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pEZAfI1Ujzmp1cWKpMq3GgnrN2x76kQ9
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10GJioma2tgnimFrdHO7g05UpXFMuKXty
https://pinshape.com/items/33850-3d-printed-dnarna-building-settranscription-and-translation-model
https://www.printables.com/model/80861-dna-rna-manipulatives
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Top view of DNA to RNA translation 
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Side view of DNA to RNA translation from the top 

 

Side view of DNA to RNA translation 
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Prototype 
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Top view of the 3D printed DNA to RNA translation 

Front view of the 3D printed DNA to RNA translation 

Side view of the 3D printed DNA to RNA translation from the top 

Points to Note 

• The model was printed using white PLA only. With coloured PLA, printed prototype should look 
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similar to that in computer image. 
• The letters on the blocks were added in the second version after these pictures were taken. The final files 

have these updates so the models should look like the computer pictures above. 
• This model can work as a “pull apart” model with different print settings. 
• This model is a miniature prototype, hence only one row and column is shown. 
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3. 

CHROMOSOMES OF MITOSIS AND MEIOSIS 

Printable Files 

Please find the 3D printable files here. 
To print each part separately, please use this link to access separate part files. 

Reference Model 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chromosomes_3D_printed_and_mietosis.jpg 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dNcBC95VLCmKvg1ZSXP_knkV28VGhiIR
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15QNWJIpGb_EcKJixa8QoWWMs6Ua00CEP
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chromosomes_3D_printed_and_mietosis.jpg
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Top view of Chromosomes of Mitosis and Mieosis 
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Bottom view of Chromosomes of Mitosis and Mieosis 
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Prototype 
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Top view of the 3D printed Chromosomes of Mitosis and Mieosis 

Note – The parts of this model can also be printed separately and act as a “put together” or “pull apart” 
demonstration. Please refer to picture below. 
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Top view of the 3D printed put together / pull apart Chromosomes 
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Points to Note 

• The model was printed using white PLA only. With coloured PLA, printed prototype should look 
similar to that in computer image. 

• This model can work as a “pull apart” model with different print settings. Use different filament / PLA 
colours for Mitosis and Mieosis (like in the computerized pictures). 

• Each colour is texturized for those who are colour blind. 
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